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Speculation ends; Gilbert gets axe
Fullerton moves coach
to Alumni Association
Itv Edwin Acevedo

will conduct spring training, which begins
Tuesday. until a new
coach can be hired.
Gilbert’s assistant
coaches
currently
under contract until
Dec.
31 defensive line coach
Ken Delgado, running backs coach
Gilbert
Wally Gaskins. Rasnick and defensive coordinator Donnie
with the team until
Rea will remain
their contracts expire. The new head coach
will then have the option to keep them or
bring in a new staff.
The new head coach will also be expected to recommend an outside linebacker coach and a quarterback and receiver coach to fill the openings in the
program. Fullerton said.
Fullerton chose to reassign the 57
year-old coach after reviewing his evaluation and a recommendation from the Athletics Board, which she officially received
Tuesday. She said it was not easy to come
to her decision.
See GILBERT, back page
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Athletic Director Randy I loffnian and President Gail Fullerton announce Claude Gilbert’s termination

Credit union
moves its
operations
By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer
The Washington Square federal
Credit Union plans to move part of its operation to the Business Tower until negotiations to rent space in the Alumni House
are finalized.
Credit union Vice President Bill
Stone said that teller and customer service
operations would probably move to the
Business Tower room 53 during spring
break April 9 through April 13.
Other operations such as bookkeeping would stay at the credit union’s present
location in University Club, he said.
"It would allow us to be more centrally located and it would be a lot more
convenient for everyone," Stone said.
The business department has donated
use of the room to the credit union.
The room in the business alumni office is smaller than the 125 square foot
room the credit union occupies in the University Club. Stone said.
Last month a proposal was presented
to the Alumni Association by the credit
union to rent space in the Alumni House
on San Carlos Street.
See MOVE, back page

Head football coach Claude Gilbert
has been stripped of his coaching duties
hut will remain on the university payroll
until Jan. I, SJSU President Gail Fullerton
announced Wednesday.
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
said "philisophical differences" between
himself and Gilbert led to an unfavorable
evaluation for the coach last week.
A nationwide search to find a replacement will begin immediately, Hoffman
said. He has a list of 12 individuals he is
considering, hut will also consider any
qualified applicant. He expects to find a
suitable replacement within six to eight
weeks.
Gilbert will be reassigned to the
Alumni Association until his current contract runs out on Dec. 31. His job primarily will be contacting former students and
athletes to update alumni records.
All head coaches are hired as temporary employees on a yearly basis. Fullerton said, and the university has the option to renew their contracts.
Offensive coordinator Rick Rasnick

Imbalance in career opportunities
Recruiters seek engineering,
business majors to fill positions
!iv Michael Moeller
Daily staff writer

Students graduating with degress in
business and engineering will make up a
small part of the total SJSU graduates
this semester, yet big businesses will
cater to them over all others when
it comes time to look for a job.
Students that glance over the Career
Planning and Placement’s Employer
Lists will find that on-campus recruiters
are inure interested in interviewing those
with business and engineering degrees.
By a huge margin.
Job recruiters who go through the
Career Planning and Placement on-campus interview program this semester are
armed with 208 job opportunies for business students. Engineering students have
196.
Compare that to the job possibilities
for students from Applied Arts and Sciences: 41. And Applied Arts and Sciences has the largest enrollment on campus. But at least those students have
more possibilities than those from school
of social work: none.
After opportunities for engineering

and business students, the next largest
number of openings is for science
only 84.
In all, recruiters are looking at eight
areas of study. For the rest, the possible
openings are: 35 for education, 34 for
school of social sciences and eight for
humanities and the arts.
There are a lot of variables that
come into play with recruiters that come
on campus, said Gerald Brody, Dean of
Student Services and former director of
Career Planning and Placement.
They tend to be from big businesses
that are looking for engineers and managers, and these types of buisnesses have
the time, money, openings and staff
members to spend a few days on campus,
he said.
"The employers who come on campus generally don’t have just one or two
job openings, they have several." Brody
said.
"The reason some of the majors are
not represented in the on-campus interview program is their prospective employers are too small and don’t have the
resources to spend a whole day on cam-

’It has to be hard for
the liberal studies
majors who are
being told by the
statistics that
business really is
looking for people
like them but they
are having a hard
time trying to get a
job.’
Jerry Farrell,
accounting professor
pus. The on-campus interview program
has never been able to equally serve all
majors, but we have tried to offer alternatives," he said.
Dee Imizeki, a recruiter for Lockheed, agreed with Brody’s answer.
"Most of the employers that I have
run into at the interview days at college
campuses are from larger corporations."

!mink’ said. "Don’t get me wrong.
smaller corporations are there also but
there are nowhere near as many. When
we come to campus we are looking for a
specific type of individual, generally a
scientist."
There are 294 corporations participating in the interview program over the
course of the semester. Most of these employers will accept applications from
several different majors for a particular
oppurtunity, according to information
taken from the Career Planning and
Placement Employer List.
There are 71 employers that are accepting resumes from any major on campus. These types of jobs range from sales
representives for insurance companies to
Target and Thrifty store managers.
"There are four large areas of activity within the interview program: engineering. business, science and education.
That is because there is a tremendous
need for these types of positions in society." Brody said.
According to the 1989 graduation
statistics from the Institutional Research
Center, SJSU graduated 3,633 students
over the course of the whole year. The
School of Business graduated the most
students with 954 students. Applied Arts
and Sciences was second, graduating 90
See CAREER, back page

Student protesters petition Fullerton’s raise
By Mike de Give
Daily staff writer

A group of students is asking
SJSU President Gail Fullerton to
set an example for the 19 other
CSU presidents by giving up her
recent raise of more than $17,0M.
"During a budget crisis is not a
time for massive pay increases."
said Brian Augusta. one of the organizers of the petition.
About a dozen students held a
sign in shifts Wednesday near the
Event Center that said "Raise
Campus Funding, Not Executive
Salaries." and asked students to
sign a petition as they emerged in
droves from the Seventh Street Garage.
"The support is overwhelming," said Renee Dubois while
holding one end of the IS-foot banner. "It’s not hard to get signatures
at all.
After only two hours of asking
for student support Tuesday. the
group had solicited 300 signatures,
Augustus said. They collected 125
more Wednesday morning.
Fullerton’s 15 percent raise
comes at a time when the California State University budget is underfunded by $80 million.
SJSU will face about $5 million
in cuts because of the underfund-

thought a study of the raises being
conducted by the CSU board of
trustees was appropriate.
"The percentage increase I got
was not, this year, all that unusual." Fullerton said.
The raise, which boosted her
salary to $130,000, was appropriate, she said, and made it comparable to other university presidents.
The student organizers were
upset that the raises were given in
closed session.
"They’re taking public funds
and privately distributing them
without any public accountability," Dubois said.
Augustus said their goal is to get
at least 5.000 signatures, but will
keep soliciting until everyone has
either signed or is not interested.
When they present the signatures to Fullerton, said Augustus.
they will ask her to hold a public
forum to justify the increase in
light of the $5 million in expected
Ken Kwok Daily staff photographer
Activists Patti Eagan, left, and Renee DuBois hold banner protesting Fullerton’s recent raise cutbacks.
"If she can’t, we would like her
nig. said Connie Sauer. associate would show at least some responsiThe largest increase went to to give it back," he said.
executive vice president of busi- bility in the CSU system," she CSU Chancellor W. Ann ReyAt 4 a.m. on Tuesday, the group
ness affairs in a Feb. 13 article in said.
nolds, raising her salary 43 percent hung another banner from the secthe Spartan Daily.
The CSU Board of Trustees ap- to $195,000.
ond story of the Seventh Street Ga"We just think we can’t afford proved 15 to 43 percent pay inFullerton said in a press confer- rage which said "The Ann Reyit," Dubois said.
creases for executives in closed ence Tuesday that she hadn’t yet nolds’ CSU system. Cars and
"For her to set an example session in November.
seen the petition, but that she
See RAISES, back page

For the
record
A headline in the March
21 issue of the Spartan Daily
concerning a story on forged
parking permits should have
stated that parking permit
fees for the fall may be increased.
The story also should have
used the term "may" in discussing how that fee increase
would he used to pay for special, new parking permits
that can’t be duplicated.
Parking permit fees are set
by the California State University Chancellor’s Office,
and any change would have
to be approved there.
Harold V. Manson. SJSU
director of traffic and parking
operations said that his department will not ask for that
fee hike "at this time."
When asked if it would be
requested at a later date he
said "anything is possible.
Yes."
Manson added he may ask
for an increase in the traffic
and parking operations budget to cover the higher cost of
the new permits.
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’Acting Up’ for
a better world
I wear a 1-shun with the slogan "ActionLite and Silence = Death" on campus every
couple of weeks. I am often stopped by friends,
classmates and even strangers who question me
about the meaning of my shin. I don’t mind because that is why I wear the shirt. I want people
to think about it.
The slogan was adopted by a group called
ACT-UP. It is an organization that is working
tor more time, money and speed to be devoted
to AIDS research and treatment as well as for
gav and lesbian rights.
The theme is not for the gay community
alone, however. It is for us all to think about in
our everyday lives. Simply.’ Action = Life and
Silence = Death" is a symbol for advocacy.
The word "advocacy" conjures up images
of protests, demonstrations, petitions and phone
solicitations. It intrigues some and turns others
off.
Many fear the word because devotions of
time and energy and enthusiasm are assumed to
be necessary.
Not so.
Advocacy is very basic. It is lending support to, or defending a cause, plan or idea. All
that is necessary is to decide what you feel is
right and wrong, and to act accordingly.
Advocacy can take many forms. From participating in a protest to attending a meeting to
carrying around a coffee mug instead of using a
cup made of dangerous CFCs. From recycling
as much and wasting as little as possible to donating food, clothing and money. From choosing a fast-food restaurant which packs food in
paper products instead of styrofoam containers
to. . . well, you get the point.
It is just a matter of making informed
choices in day to day living, actively involving
yourself in your life.
Advocacy does not necessarily mean forcing ideas onto others. Persuasion is, without
question, an aspect of advocacy but it is not the
main one. The only important aspect is involvement.
Unfortunately, few choose to accept responsibility for their lack of involvement. They
make dangerous choices (at least dangerous for
mankind) because "man has created a self-destructive society and there is nothing than one
can do to change it."
Wrong.
Man’s attitude has created the society that
we .all live in and society will change if man
changes his attitude. Don’t won-y about society
and the rest of mankind worry about yourself
and your actions.
Do you want to know how you can have an
impact on the drug problem? Make a personal
choice to-never use drugs. Want to do something
about the environment? Make a personal choice
not to pollute. Alcohol related traffic accidents?
Never drink and drive. The spread of AIDS?
Abstain, maintain a monogamous relationship
or practice only safe sex.
No excuses or explanations. Your actions
are by your choice and your choice alone. If
people would accept responsibility and make the
right choices, there might be an end to some of
the’ serious problems that we as a species face in
the last decade of the 20th century.
We must realize that we have to act and
make the right choices for our survival. "Action = Life."
If we do not act, just sit quietly and remain
uninvolved, we cannot survive.
"Silence = Death."
Paul Krug is a senior majoring in magazine journalism and wrote this piece for Campus Voice

Column policy
Signed columns are written by members of the
Spartan Daily staff. They express the opinion of the
writer and not the viewpoints of the newspaper staff
or department of journalism and mass communications.
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We all share a desire to be successful
The accumulated knowledge of
humanity is erased hundreds of
times daily at SJSU. The chalk
dust of learning sits in countless
chalk trays, discarded after it is recorded in notebooks and on paper.
It even comes in colors to enhance memorization and speed us
on our way to graduation and that
ever elusive first step on the career
ladder.
The real question is, do we ever
learn any of it? I know we remember enough of it to follow our
trainer through theirnost important
hoops, like lions inla clreus.
But remembering is not learning.
Memorization is erased like a
chalkboard after it has served its
purpose. Learning cannot be forgotten understanding cannot be
taken away.
Much of the first 12 years of
schooling is intended to teach us
how to think. Yet it seems that the
more progress made in education,
the less learning actually happens.
Once in college, where it is important to learn the practical
knowledge that will assist in surviving life, memorization is still
enough to get by.
If two hours of memorization
will teach enough for an "A" on
the next test, why try harder?
Many want to learn and do try

REPORTERS’ FORUM

BY LARRY SALISBURY
harder with no other motivation
but personal satisfaction.
It theineantime, those who simply remember for the hoop jumping contest and then forget everything they learn are using the extra
time to work or get practical experience.
There is something fundamentally wrong with a system that discourages learning and rewards
those who don’t bother.
On the other hand, those who
don’t bother probably think they
are the smart ones. With less effort
invested, they have better results to
show.
They see themselves as efficient, as maximizing the return on
their investment. Who’s to say that
they aren’t right?
Meanwhile,
everyone
who
wants more out of education is getting less out of life. The temptation

Memorization is
erased like a
chalkboard after it
has served its
purpose. Learning
cannot be
forgotten
understanding cannot
be taken away.

to give in is great. Why not just get
the schooling over with and get on
with the really important things
like earning money? So what if a
little integrity has to be sacrificed?
Most people are not secure
enough to be satisfied with learning more in college, when, for all
practical appearances, they learned
less. It is human nature to want to
be successful in more than just
your heart. Everyone wants to be
recognized.
Larry Salisbury is a Daily staff
writer

Editor,
This letter comes in response to SJSU AthletiL
Director Randy Hoffnian’s ill-fated negative evaluation of SJSU Football Coach Claude Gilbert. I guess
Mr. Hoffman does not realize that the timing of the
evaluation could not have come at a worse time, less
than a week away from the start of spring football
practice. Mr. Hoffman. do you realize that the Spartans’ first home game is less than six months away’,
Do you also realize that the start of fall camp is less
than five months away? I can only assume that these
things must have slipped your mind. There are a couple of other "fabulous" decisions that you have made
in the past, Mr. Hoffman.
First. the decision to cut four athletic programs,
cross-country, track and field, wrestling and field
hockey were also highly contested by the A.S., SJSU
coaches and SJSU students. If you can remember
right Mr. Hoffman, there were also rallies, letters sent
to your office and phone calls by students who
thought your decsision was utterly wrong. However
you marched forward with your master plan and soon
those four sports faded away and were soon forgotten
by some members in the athletic department.
Second, your decision to not renew the contract
of former basketball coach Bill Berry was a decision
you most likely did not want to make. You gave former coach Berry a one-year contract extension (the
year before) with a stipulation that he tone down his
coaching tactics. Ironically this is the same type of
contract, with stipulations, that you gave to Claude
Gilbert. So obviously coach Berry did not adhere to
your expectations and you let him go. Although you
obtained a good coach in Stan Morrison, you left him
with a huge task of rebuilding a team that was rocked
by the boycott of ten players. Again you forged ahead
with your master plan to stabilize our athletic program.
Third, your decision to give Claude Gilbert a
negative evaluation based on not recruiting high’
school players and some minor NCAA violations was
because you want to stabilize our program and keep a
clean program. Do you realize, Mr. Hoffman, that our
home games last year did not draw well and our recruiting budget, like all other athletic department budgets were trimmed down. It only made economical
sense to recruit quality junior college talent. How can
we compete with all Pac-I0 schools for the quality tat.
ent that we need to bring us back to the California
Bowl?
Subsequently, you also want to keep a clean athletic program. I guess that the reason you want to keep
it clean is that you saw first-hand what happened to
the University of Maryland’s athletic program after
Len Bias’ death because the program wasn’t "clean."
Consequently, as spring practice is about to start,
nobody involved with the football team knows if we
are going to have practice at all. Also everything is in
limbo because nobody involved, from the associate
athletic director on down to the equipment staff,
knows what is ahead of us. By the time that this letter
is printed it will probably be too late. We will know
the fate of Ctaiide Gilbert. Again you will march on
with your master plan to stabilize the football and athletic programs. Also, Mr. Hoffman, I would like to
thank you for all of those "fabulous" memories. You
must sit behind your desk and wonder where all those
Spartan fans went. As if it mattered to you.
Solomon Ching
Senior
Industrial technology

Volunteer efforts appreciated
Editor.
Congratulations are due to VACE (Volunteers
Assisting Community Efforts) for their campus Volunteer Fair
a bi-annual event at the Student Union
to draw attention to the crucial needs and many opportunities available for student community services.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos’ Human Corps
bill passed through the California State legislature encourages students to take advantage of volunteer community service as an integral part of their education.
offering academic credit for service offered. I urge
students to inquire of the instructors how they might
earn academic credit for involvement in community
service. Not only does this experience widen one’s
world view and awareness of pressing societal needs.
students who volunteer also learn that they really can
make a difference while gaining much personal satisfaction in helping people help themselves.
VACE is located in Portable M5-03 near the Student Union. Drop by and see what wonderful opponu.nifies are available. Students are also encouraged to
sign up for Community Concepts 157
a G.E.
course that offers units for community service
Sister Judy Ityaii
Campus ministr%
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Human nghts worth fighting for
Editor,
Dear, dear, dear Ms. Grenier. I have sought long
and hard for the right way to answer your disparaging
letter to the editor that appeared in the March 14 issue
of the Spartan Daily.
This afternoon it finally came to me. I have just
returned from a pleasant afternoon at the museum of
modern art in San Francisco. While I was there. I
toured an exhibition by Lee Miller, a female photographer who shot most of her pictures from 1940-1960.
This particular exhibition was of World War II in the
period of 1945-1946. The main focus was of the Nazi
death camps. Dauchu and Buchenwald.
The graphic black and white pictures turned my
stomach and made a lump in my throat. You could almost smell the stench of the half burned bodies as they
lay in the cremation ovens at Buchenwald.
There was another picture of four recently freed
prisoners staring at a huge pile of human bones, although their faces weren’t shown, you could see the
tears of despair running down their cheeks.
To you Ms. Grenier, I say this is why we have
armies, this is why we have ROTC and this is why we
fight wars.
Yes, there are a few of us out there that believe in
basic human rights and are prepared to die defending
those rights.
Edward Dykes
Cadet, Army/ROTC
Aviation/Military science
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SANTA ROSA (API
Citing a
lack of courtroom space, Santa
Clara County has been removed
from a list of possible Northern
California sites for the trial of alleged mass murderer Ramon Sal
cido, officials said Wednesday.
California
Judicial
Council
spokeswoman Lynn Holton in San
Francisco said the council is suggesting sites to Sonoma, but rules
prevent it from revealing the specific locations.
But meanwhile, a report in
Wednesday’s San Jose Mercury
News identified the other counties
in line for the assignment are San
Mateo and San Joaquin.
Deborah Kanter, administrator
for the San Joaquin County Superior Court. acknowledged the
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Sonoma County
Judge John Gallagher
granted a defense
motion to move the
widely publicized trial
out of the area
outraged by the
crimes.
county had been contacted by the
council. "We have indicated we
would be willing to take the case,"
she said Wednesday.
The San Mateo County Superior

YesterD’aily
siudent, are Ma
on campus every day. YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous day’s top stories.
The cost of parking permits is
expected to increase in the fall in
response to the high number of
permit forgeries and thefts.
Because of the problem, the university has planned to add a feature
to the permits that would make discourage forgery. The new permits
would have a watermark that could
be seen only by shining light on the
surface .
No one would comment on the
price of the improved parking permits.
The University Police Department has seized 20 stolen or forged
permits this semester.
BeCaUAl
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Samanda
Katmai Harb flips pancakes for the 15th Pancake
Breakfast. Every semester, three to rise dollars

buy s all the pancakes you can eat. Proceeds go to
scholarship funds for the International Center.

SpartaGuide

TODAY
MUSLIM STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION: information and Registration Meeting. 11 a m
S.0 Pacheco Room Call 942-1358
CAMPUS MINISTRY CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: ’Abortion Personal Consicence and Public Policy,- speaker and discussion, 7 p m.. Campus Christian Center
(10th and San Carlos). Call 298-0204
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Israel Information Table, 11 a m , In front of Student
Union. Call 924-8214
SCTA: Guest Speaker Doris Dillon, 3 p.m .
SH 331 Call 265-0877
PHI CHI THETA: Speaker from Westinghouse, 6-45 p m . S.0 Costanoan Room.
LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting, Topic Gay
Gay Euphenisms
and Slang 4 30 pm. SU Guadelupe
Room Call 236-2002
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Summer lob hunting techniques. 1 30 p.m ,
S U. Guadalupe Room, Co-op orientation. 2
p.m., S.0 Costanoan Rm. Call 924-6030
GAY/LESBIAN VIDEO EXPOSITION:
Films: "Consenting Adult.. 1 p.m., -Prick Up
Your Ears,- 7 p.m., Campus Christian Ministry (10th and San Carlos) Call 236-2002
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Employer presentation, IBM and
Computer Science math careers with advanced micro devices, 11:30 a.m., S.0 Costanoan Rm Call 924-6010.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Dr. Lewaidowski will speak on Grad
Studies Program and International Studies
opportunities. 11.30 a m S U. Council
Chambers Call 295-0415
PREMED CLUB: Meeting. 1 30 p.m.. DH
345
ADVISORY PROGRAM:
REENTRY
Brown Bag lunches, noon. Admin. 223. Call
924-5930
AFRICAN STEP SHOW COUNCIL: End of
the year reports mandatory. 9 p.m . Al Am Bldg DD Call 292-8750
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting
noon. Campus Christian Center. 10th and
San Carlos
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Information
Table. 10 a.m. 2 p m Call 257-6050
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weekly
meeting, 7 p.m., S.U. AS Chambers Call
257-6050
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: "So you want
to be your own boss,. 4 pm.SU Almaden
Room. Call 268-2604
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker. J K Strand’
burg of Argonne National Laboratory. 1 30
pm .Science Bldg 251 Call 924-5267
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS: Pizza
meeting. $2 (member). $4 (non-member). 6
p m . Grande Pizzeria Call 924-8406
CYCLING CLUB: Weekly race sign-up
meeting. 7 pm. SU Montalvo Room. Call
292-2511
CHEMISTRY DEPT.: Preliminary seminar,
Bhagya Puntambeker. -Characterization
and refolding of chemically modified Ribonuclease A,.. 1 30 pm.DH 416. Call 9245000
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible Study, noon. S U Council Chambers
Call 268-1411
CALMECA PROJECT: "Term Paper.
workshop, 4.30 p.m. Chicano Library Center (WLN 3rd Floor) Call 298-0980
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Salcido trial seeks loeation

Breakfast flip

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted
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FRIDAY
MUSLIM STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:
Meeting, 630 p m., BC 14. Call 297-0266
alter 7 p in
MUSLIM STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION: Friday Prayers (JUMA), 12:15 p.m., Islamic
Center (325 N. 3rd St.). Call 297-0266 after
7 p.m.
LESBIAN/GAY FILM EXPOSITION: Films
"Maurice," 2 pm, SU Almaden Room.
"The Boys in the Band,- 7 p.m., Art 133. Call
236-2002.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Pizza night, 7 p in , Round Table
Pizza, Saratoga and Moorpark. BC 208 for
more into
AKBAYAN: Aerobic-a-thon. 7 p.m to 9
p.m., SUREC aerobic room Call 729-5086
SATURDAY
SANTA CLARA CO. BLACK FIREFIGHTERS ASSOC.: Talent Showi_ase. 7 pm
Music Concert Hall SJSU Call 923-3285 or
365-7337
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: "Liturgy for Lively People,- 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Campus Ministry Chapel (10th and San Carlos). Call 298-0204.
LESBIAN/GAY FILM EXPOSITION: Closing Day Films. "Entre Nous," 1 p.m .
Lianna.. 3 pm.; "By Design," 5 p.m.; "Out
in Suburbia." 7 p.m "Desert Hearts," 8 p.m.
All films shown in Art 133 Call 236-2002.
SANTA CLARA COUNTY BLACK FIREFIGHTERS ASSOC. -Talent Showcase. 7
p.m., SJSU Music Concert Hall. Call Michael
Fields, 923-3285 or 947-1022.
BETA ALPHA PSI: VITA, Free Income Tax
Assistance, 9 a in to 1 pm. BC 213. Call
924-3492
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Worship
10 45 a m., (Lutheran Worship) 6:30 p.m
and 8 p.m . (Catholic Mass), Campus Christian Center Chapel (10th and San Carlos)
Call 298-0204
FLYING TWENTY: Plane wash, noon. Reid
HilIview Airport Wash rack Call 297-0456

MONDAY
OPEN FORUM: Dr Charles H Polk ,3 pm.,
Engineering 285
MECHA: Raza Day 90. 8 a m to 1 30 p m.,
S U Ballroom Call 924-2518
A.S. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Food bazaar meeting, 3 p m.,
Montalvo Room
TUESDAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
Time with Rick Schneider, 7:05 p.m., Engineering Auditorium Call 294-4249.
STUDENT CALIF. TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION: Mock Interview and Tips on the Cfe
dentialing Program, 9 a in and 3 p.m . SH
331 Ca11270-8469
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS: Weekly meeting. 10 30 a in WLN
113 Reading Room Call 723-9461
THURSDAY
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION.
General Meeting on Election tor next year
yearbook, picnic. food bazaar and walk -a
thon, 3:30 p.m, Student Union Council
Chambers (3rd floor). Call 262-6324.
OTHER
STUDENT CALIF. TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION: General Meeting, 9 a.m., SH 331
Call 270-0469
SAN JOSE FOLK DANCERS: Beg.,Int
Class and requests, drop-ins welcome, Fridays, March 23 and 30. 8 p.m., SPX 89. Call
293-1302 or 287-6369.

Copies R Us
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Kodak Copies
Self Service
20 Pound White Paper

Desktop Publishing
Self Service
Macintosh SE30
$6.00/hr
Laser Writer NTX
30g/page
91 E. Santa Clara St.
Between 2nd & 3rd
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 971-9200

Meet the Candidates...
Get the Issues and the Answers

Many

SJSU President Gail Fullerton
commented on executive salary increases at a press conference Tuesday, calling the plan to review the
closed session decision of the
raises "fairly predicable."
Fullerton also said that the purchase of cars for the California

WANTED
75 PEOPLE
LOSE UP TO 29 LB.
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
’DOCTOR RECOMMENDED’
100 % NATURAL/NO DRUGS
la/ % GUARANTEED

EARN $$$ ’s
WHILE LOSING
CALL NOW

State University vice chancellors
was not unusual, however, she
would have used money from a
different source, possibly the supplies budget.
Fullerton said that the controversial bike policy, which was recently amended from the 24 -hour
restriction to 7 a.m. through I()
p.m., will not undergo further
changes "until we’ve had two to
three years to live with it." The
president said that there was still
enough pedestrian traffic after 7
p.m. to warrant the restrictions.

Court administrator’s office declined comment and referred questions to the Judicial Council
Salcido is charged with seven
counts of murder stemming from a
bloody Sonoma County rampage
last April that left his wife, two
children and tour others dead. But
Sonoma County Judge John Gallagher granted a defense motion to
move the widely publicited trial
out of the area outraged by the
crimes.
Santa Clara County Superior
Court
Presiding Judge
Read
Ambler said the Judicial Council
placed Santa Clara on a list of possible trial locations, but said it was
removed at his request.
Ambler told the council Santa
Clara’s court system is already
short of courtrooms thanks to
earthquake damage and space demands generated by 10 new
judges.
Holton said the council looks at
a county’s court caseload, hack.
fog, available security and time
commitments when searching for
change-of-N.cnue trial sites.
"It’s a difficult process," she
said.

Register to Vote
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at the
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Business Office
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Associated Students Election Board

Candidate Forum ’90
Thursday, March 22. 12 noon
Student Union Amphitheater
(rain location: Student Union Uplier Pad)
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Spartans come from
behind to win another
thinning. All tournament games
have a two-hour and 45-minute
rhe SJSU 1114:11.% baseball team
time limit. so the game was shortpicked up its set. mid comeback win ened.
in the week-long Spartan Classic
In the third inning. it took the
Spartans two tries before they mu
uesday night
Alter spotting Brigham Young rowed the 0-2 gap.
l’iii%ersity two runs in the second
I ,eft fielder Eric Booker doubled
the Spartans scored in the with Jason Dnsar on second base,
third, fourth and sixth innings to sending Drotar scrambling to home
v, 1-2. at Municipal Stadium.
plate. Motu, diving headfirst, was
"I don’t think anybody on the tagged out by Cougars catcher
whole team thought we wouldn’t Blame Milne.
come back and will," said right
Craig Jacobs scored Booker
fielder Jorge Mora, who scored the with a single that sliced through
tying and winning runs for the the Cougars’ second baseman and
shortstop.
Spanans
"We just have so much confiSJSU scored again in the fifth.
now,’ he Mora walked to lead the inning
dence in our of
off. Catcher Charles Havel bunted
said.
SJSU had come from behind him to second. Greg Mugg’s line
Monday night against Minnesota. drive double down the third basetrailing 4-2 before winning 12-7. line scored the tying run.
Mugg, who was two-for-two at
The Spartans are 2-0 in the tournathe plate against Minnesota Monment.
SJSU, 22-2, extended its win- day, again got on base both times
ning streak to nine games and im- against the Cougars.
In the sixth inning, with one out.
proved its record at home to 19-0.
The Spartans are ranked 14th in Mora grounded to short and beat
the Collegiate Basehall/ESPN poll the throw to first.
"I just ran as hard as I could."
and 18th by Baseball America.
Mark Ringkamp picked up the Mora said. "When I looked up, I
win for thc Spartans, allowing two was safe."
Brad Momhinweg walked to put
runs in seven innings. He also alrunners on first and second base.
lowed eight hits and struck out 10.
Pitcher Doug Wells finished for Then Mugg hit a hard ground hall
the Spanans in the eighth and nin- the shortstop. who bobbled the

e

riS4.1111.. t

By Nick Fisher

Daily stall wader

’We just have so
much confidence
in our offense
now.,

Pei

40,.

Jorge Mora,
SJSU sight fielder
ball. As the ball rolled away from
the shortstop. Mora scored the goahead run.
After keeping the Cougars
scoreless through seven innings,
all SJSU had to do was kill 15 minutes in the bottom of the inning.
With the time limit, the Cougars
wouldn’t have gotten another
chance to bat if the Spartans
stalled.
But the Cougars’ pitcher sent
SJSU batters back to the dug out
three -up-three-down. SJSU had to
take the field for one last inning.
After two batters reached base.
Wells came in to relieve Ringkamp
in the top of the eigth.
Wells struck out his first batter
for the second out.
"I get pumped up when I come
in," Wells said.
Wells got behind in the count,

Cheers
support
Spartan
baseball

a
Mary Moreao Daily staff photogruarier

SJSU shortstop, Craig Jacobs, turns a double play while BYll’s David Mauss slides
three balls and no strikes. Wells
said he "started thinking about
Ithe situation) too much." But
then the batter grounded out.
With the win. Ringkamp improved his record to 5-1. Though
he gave up only two runs, he had
to work himself out of jams in the
second, fourth, sixth and seventh
innings. At least two runners were
left stranded in all of those innings.
"I reached down really deep,"
said Ringkamp. Coming back "is
the best feeling. It is the reason
why people play baseball."
The Spartans played Oregon
State Wednesday evening, but results were not available at press
time. Results for the game will be
in Friday’s paper.
In other games Tuesday, Oregon
State. 1-1 in the tournament, heat
Ohio State (0-2) 11-10, and Minnesota ( I - I ) topped Washington
(I-i) 6-3. SJSU is the only undefeated team in the tournament.

MANICURES

$10
We Specialize in:
Silk Nails
Silk Wraps

FREE GIFT

fr

914 South First
(South First and Martha)
San Jose
(408)279-0263
MANICURIST AND BEAUTY SUPPLIES

Travel with Field Studies in Natural History to

It) Randy Robertson

Death Valley

Daily staff writer

At Texas A&M. football fans
are known as the 12th man for their
support of the team. In Philadelphia, fans are known for their
booing and rude .treatownt of the
players.
Usually at SJSU, fans are hardly
known at all when it comes to
baseball.
However, this week’s Spartan
Classic tournament has brought out
increased fan support. Monday
evening, 857 people came to Municipal Stadium to see the Spartans
beat Minnesota 12-7. It is the highest attendance figure so far this
season.
The players noticed the crowd,
and they helped lead the team to
victory.
"It’s got to juice the players."
Spartans’ left fielder Eric Minket
said. "It is like professional baseball. You’ve got to love it."
Booker said the crowd was like
those he has seen at schools such
as Fresno State and UNLV.
Whether the fans cheer or boo
doesn’t matter to him, just as long
as they are there to watch.
"I have never played in front of
a crowd this big." Spartans’ third
baseman Jeff Ball said.
The crowd was mostly on
SJSU’s side, though there was a
smattering of fans for other teams.
A few Washington jackets were
seen and Ohio State had a small
cheering section. The Buckeye
fans waved a large scarlet hig with
an "0" on it whenever Ohio State

GRAND
OPENING

Spring Break ’90,
April 8-14

Shannon M Slamon

Daily staff photographer

SJSU student Robert Raymond shouts encouragement during the Spartan baseball game against Minnesota. SJSU won the game 12-7.

SPARTAN

SPORTS
scored.
Spartan fans were the most
vocal of the group. A small section
of students heckled the Minnesota
players throughout the game. One
fan yelled, "Winner takes all. We
get the North Stars." in reference
to the possible move of Minnesota’s hockey team to the Bay Area.
Of course, whenever the Spartans scored there were horns blaring and people screaming. SJSUcoach Sam Piraro was impressed
with the crowd, but he also doesn’t
want to spoil them. So far this sea-

son. SJSU has a record of 21-2, including a perfect 18-0 home mark
through Monday’s game.
"They think we’re perfect," Piraro said of the fans. "People
don’t understand how hard it is to
he 21-2. That is a challenge. That
is what has built our program."

T

This summer, be
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changes. Student/
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available --7 day
land packages start
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For more details
and information on
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call now!
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Student lands ’Les Miserables’ role
Hopes new role
is a stepping stone
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer

Ray Atlas didn’t expect much when he
went to audition for the musical "Les Miserables." He went on a whim and learned an
audition song in the car on the way to San
Francisco.
But the 29-year-old SJSU student made
the final cut. He landed the role of Brujon, a
sort of French gangster, as well as up to 16
other parts at different times during the play.
And, to his surprise, he is also the understudy for the lead, Jean Valjean, and will
make his debut in that role sometime in April.
"It was one of those way out in left field
dream things," he said. "I plan to stay with
the show as long as they have me."
"Les Miserables," playing locally at the
Curran Theater in San Francisco, was a hit on
Broadway and in London. The musical has
sold out to houses all over the world.
There are currently 17 companies performing, with four more set to open next
year.
Tickets are being sold until May 27, but
the box office at the Curran Theater says it
will probably be extended.
Even though Atlas is just an understudy
now, it could be a stepping stone for him
when the traveling production moves on.
Rich Hebert, the current Jean Valjean, was
the understudy when the musical was in Los
Angeles.

one of those
way out in left field
dream things.’
was

Ray Atlas

ward a master’s degree in vocal performance
as well as a teaching credential. He said that
he should finish in December.
He got an early start in his music career,
working in the chorus for Opera San Jose in
1981. It led to lead roles in Opera San Jose
and West Bay Opera in Palo Alto.
"He was a good musician and very professional," said Larry Hancock, artistic administrator for Opera San Jose who worked
on stage with Atlas while he was there. "He
certainly has a nice enough voice and an ability on stage."
Career begins early
When the chance to audition for "Les
Atlas’ wife. Robin, is also pan of the
Miserables" came up, his friend Steve Gugplay. Also an SJSU student, Robin occasionally works in the wig and makeup design de- genheim suggested he go try out. "He knew I
liked the show because I had the soundpartment.
Musical theater was not what Ray Atlas track," Atlas said. "So he asked me, ’Hey,
planned to do when he first started taking do you want to go audition for Les Miz’?’ and
classes at SJSU. But then again, he wasn’t I said ’Sure why not?’ "
really sure what he wanted to do.
Changing emphases
"I had no direction," he said. "I knew
He quickly memorized the song "Joit was going to be in music but I didn’t know hanna" from "Sweeney Todd" in the car on
the way to the auditions but never had to use
what."
He earned a bachelor’s degree in music it. Four months after impressing the casting
in 1986. He is still taking classes, working to- director, he waited seven hours to sing for the

producer.
He chose the song "Bring Him Home"
from ’ ’Les Miserables ’ ’ It got him a job.
He said the change from opera to musical theater wasn’t hard. The main difference,
he said, is that the stress is on the acting
rather than on the singing. He likes what he is
doing, and the grind of working eight shows a
week hasn’t dampened his spirits either.
He was so busy in the production that he
didn’t even see the show until it had already
run for three months. When he saw it for the
first time, he said he was "stunned. I was
physically totally drained. It was like a wave
in an emotional ocean hitting me on the back
of the head."
"Les Miserables" is about a man, Jean
Valjean, who was imprisoned for stealing a
loaf of bread to feed his sister’s starving
child. After spending 19 years on the chain
gang. he is released but is shunned by the
public as a former convict.
The play has many subplots, but it centers around Valjean’s trying to live up to the
mercy shown to him by a kind bishop.
"I love Les Miz." he said. "It’s an incredible show. I watch the audience, especially the front row, and I sometimes I see
them cry and I know the story touched them
and moved them. That makes the whole thing
worthwhile."
Although "Les Miserables" has been a
hit around the world, he said the cast doesn’t
feel any pressure to live up to anyone else. He
said their cast creates its own show and
doesn’t worry about what else has been done.
"The blocking is very similar to the
other casts’, but we don’t copy their blocking," Atlas said. "We create our own world.
They really stress that in the rehearsal process. No one here feels like we’re competing
with another company."
He looks forward to playing Jean Val jean. "I think he is an incredible man," he
said. "The great thing about him is that he
wasn’t a martyr. In some ways he took the
shortcut, if you will. Throughout the play he
was profoundly changed, trying to live up to
the mercy someone showed him.
"There are so many things that show humanity, so many chances to get to the audience when its guard is down. One way or another, it’s gonna get you."

Low-priced ’Les Miz’ tickets sell for students
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer

Want $16 tickets for the hit musical
"Les Miserables?"
No problem. Of course, there are a few
restrictions. You have to have .a valid student
identification and you have to 64 "the tickets
at the Curran Theater box office in San Francisco.
Also, the selection of seats is limited to
the number on hand, not counting Friday or
Saturday nights, which cannot be purchased
with a student discount.

That’s it. There is no guarantee of getting front row seats, but it is conceivably possible.
"Every show’s different," said Gail
Browne of Gail Brownurd Associates, the
public relations firm :pWinoting the show.
"This show has always had a policy for students and student discounts. This is a play
that the producers felt would appeal to students."
"Les Miserables," the musical adapted
from the Victor Hugo novel, has been a hit on
Broadway and in London, and the traveling

production has sold out to houses all over the
world.
Although seats at the Cun-an are limited
to what is available, tickets can be purchased
alien4 of time for the best selection, Brown
sib.. She alsii.saiiphat the best seat selection
is on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
nights.
Performances are from Tuesday through
Saturday nights at 8 p.m.. with matinees on
Wednesday and Saturday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m.
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’Flies’ movie infested
with overbearing brutality
By Lisa Billigmeier
Daily staff writer

At the risk of sounding sexist,
the new adaptation of "Lord of the
Flies" is a movie that will hold an
immense appeal for most males,
but as a female, I had a hard time
identifying with its characters.
The movie, which is based on
Sir William Gold- Movie
ing’s classic novel,
is set on a deserted
Rey iew
island in Jamaica,
where a groups of schoolboys from
a military academy find themselves stranded after a plane crash.
The 24 boys are then pitted
against one another as two rival
factions are formed one embodying the civilized values left behind, and the other which embraces the savagery of their new
surroundings.
"Lord of the Flies" contains all
of the elements that the great classics are made of great acting,
intriguing storyline and breathtaking scenery. Unfortunately, I spent
so much time hiding behind my
hands during the gross scenes.
which encompassed just about the
whole movie, that I had a hard
time enjoying its more positive attributes.
Death is a dominant theme
throughout "Lord of the Flies."
Death of animals, humans and of
civilization is displayed graphically and brutally.
In one instance, the boys are
able to trap and kill a wild boar.
The camera focuses in closely on
the knife sawing away at the boar’s
head as blood and innards spurt
forth. The head, once severed from

Death is a dominant
theme throughout
"Lord of the Flies."
its lifelessbody, is placed upon a
speared stick where thousands of
flies feast upon it.
Despite all of the blood and gore.
throughout the movie, the acting
was very true-to-life. The 24
young actors, who are all unknowns between the ages of eight
and 13, had me honestly believinj!
that they were trapped on a de
serted tropical island.
Piggy, the chubby, bespectacled
newcomer of the group, sums up
their predicament best when he
states, "We did everything that
grown-ups would do. How come it
didn’t work’?"
I predict that the movie will be a
success because the savagery and
the brutality that are part of the animal instincts of every human, but
especially predominant in young
males, is effectively presented on
film and holds the audience cap
tive.
UNIXACCOUNTS
USENET
COMPILERS
UUCP SUPPORT
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOURCES
BOURNE, KORN, or C SHELL
NEWSFEEDS
Pomo. scow. me 510 OD ono qm.
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Tom Hanks (left) and
Meg Ryan (right) star in
the new comedy adventure hit "Joe
Versus The Volcano"

UGS

By Stacy C. Olsen

Daily staff writer
A modern fairy tale, "Joe Versus the Volcano" bubbles with
wacky, tacky charm.
Written and directed by John
Patrick Shanley ("Moonstruck"),
the message of the movie is clear:
life should be faced head on and
lived to the fullest.
Joe Banks, played by Tom
Hanks, is a sallow, hypochondriac
drone who is letting
Movie
the life be sucked
Review out of him by the
flickering florescent
lights of his drab office.
He visits his doctor and is told
that he has a "brain cloud." He’s
given just six months to live.
"You have some life left, live it
well." his doctor advises him.
Thus begins Joe’s zany adventure that takes him on a silly, South
Seas sail to the island of Waponi
Woo. The Waponis need a hero
who will, of his own free will, leap
into a fiery volcano known as the

Publicity photo
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By Mark Smith
St. Patrick’s Day doesn’t have
to be a once a year occurence, especially with an authentic Irish pub
on hand.
In downtown San Jose, Katie
. Bloom’s would be just that place.
A little hole in the wall on First
Street and part of the Pavilion
Shops, Katie Bloom’s captures the
charm of a neighborhood pub of
the British Isles.
Katie Bloom’s is stocked with
Britain’s most popular ales and
stouts on tap, Bass and Guinness,
and other imported beer in bottles.
Katie Bloom’s knows how to keep
the spirits alive. To those who do
not feel adventurous, Budweiser

(Corner of Santa Clara & 9th ’,I

TEL: (408) 292-8244

(408) 279-2p82

Everyday low prices on
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Special discount for Student
on PRESCRIPTIONS.

Clients

Complete line of MIA products.

DRUG STORES

BRAND

(415) 291-8000

big Woo.
It’s Joe Banks’ opportunity to go
out in a blaze of glory.
Tom Hanks is at his goofy best
as Joe Banks. Meg Ryan, with her
beach bunny beauty and kooky
smile, displays her versatility by

portraying three dramatically different characters.
As colorful as a comic book.
"Joe Versus the Volcano" is a romantic comedy adventure that
whisks the audience away on an
exotic adventure to paradise.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
THAYER SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE
FOR

MARKETING
MAJORS

Katie Bloom’s provides downtown with Irish flavor
Daily staff writer
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Some charm
in Hanks’
new movie

Arts

and Miller beers are also available.
Another authenticity is friendly
service, which complements an intimate setting.
Bloom’s mainly caters to ayyuppie crowd. Included among its clientel are patrons of the Fairmont
Hotel, after work people requesting a pint, or curious passersby.
The college crowd does not impact the establishment’s business.
People who do not want to go to
clubs or get picked up at a bar
might find Katie Bloom’s attractive. It is a place to unwind and
have a pint of their favorite beer,
while socializing with their
"mates."
Having experienced many pubs
in the British Isles. I found Katie

Bloom’s too bright. A dark corner
to sit, sip and socialize is one of
the brilliant aspects of an Irish pub.
Bloom’s is really too small to have
many dark corners.
But the authenticity is quite intricate, going all the way down to
the bar mats and bar towels advertising British beer. Also the pictures of Dublin make one want to
take a visit or return to his or her
British Isles homeland.
On Thursday nights, Bloom’s
has authentic live Irish music,
which adds to its cultural flavor.
For a change of pace and a bit of
Irish culture. Katie Bloom’s is an
enjoyable alternative to the typical
San Jose nightlife scene of modern
rock and Miller Genuine Draft.

SJSU CUMULATIVE GPA > 2.3
MUST- have completed or be enrolled in lower division Business
Core Courses, as outlined in application.
MUST-

demonstrate financial need as determined by the SJSU
University Financial Aid Office.

Application blanks available in the Marketing Department - Business Tower 750

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Monday, March 26, 1990.
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Christian pop singer Carman preaches musical gospel
By Barbara Laneey

sian *raw
Ile stood between two crossed
oluds that shot oft into the distance And it didn’t take long before the crowd ot more than 5010
pet plc knew that he wasn’t middle
of the road.
Ile’s a singer and evangelist
wrapped up in one, with a musical
style that bridges the age gap
through an uncompromising message
lie’s Carman. a contemporary
Christian music artist who performed in a free concert March 9,
at the Events Center as pan of his
Revival In The Land tour.
"lie’s got something for everbody," said Elva Zuniga, who had
esconed her two teenage children
to :he concert.
-I don’t know if it’s as much the
music as it is maybe the the way in
which I’m relating to to the people.
Carman said. I love the people.
I’m there to minister to them
they know that,’ said the 34 -yearold performer in the voice of his
New Jersey origin.
Aside from his purple shirt, Carman was clad in black -- From his
double breasted jacket down to his
suede hoots. He spoke to his audience with boldness, and left no one
guessing about the message behind
his music.
"The number one goal is to preach Jesus Christ to a world that has
Daily

no concept of who He is or what
His purpose here is, he said,
to a
"...to
bring
people
relationship with Jesus Christ
’Evangelism is a byproduct, the
preaching of the Word is in addition to the main reason I’m here
and thats to lead praise and
worship.
People are attracted to his ministry because it is straight forward,
he said. ". . . We’re not trying to
hide or pretend we’re something
that we’re not."
Born Carman Dominic Licciardello, the singer went from Las
Vegas nightclub entertainer to the
gospel world. The change in his
performance came with a change
in his lifestyle he became a
Christian.
"Fourteen years ago when I got
saved I decided to use my talents
for the Lord," he told the crowd at
his concert.
But the road he traveled wasn’t
easy. lie moved to Southern California. where he worked odd jobs,
and performed in small churches.
In 19111, he signed his first recording contract with the Priority/CBS
label.
Now, Carman is with Benson
Records, and he puts on all of his
concerts for free. Instead of charging for tickets, he takes a free will
offering toward the end of the
show.
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Christian pop singer Carman gets expressive during a song
By 4 p.m., the day of the San
Jose concert, people had already
started to gather outside the arena
for the 7:30 p.m. show. At his last
concert in Sacramento, officials
had to turn away 3,000 people, one
concert attendant said.
The doors of the arena swung
open at 6 p.m. and people ran in to
find good seats. Already in the
building were a few hundred counselors and volunteers, from nearby
churches and Bible colleges that
helped set up for the concert.
Hie audience stood to its feet.
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hollered, whistled and clapped as
Carman stepped onto the stage.
"You all are too crazy in here trinight." he playfully told the audience.
Carman involved the audience
as much as possible in his songs.
During the slower songs, many
people in the crowd raised theit
hands to praise God and during the
faster songs they clapped, danced
and sang along with him.
About halfway through the concert, Carman picked up his Bible
and read some scriptures to the

. rowd. The audience was receptive
to the musician, now turned as preacher.
When Cannon gave an invitation for people to become Christians. hundreds of people, young
and old, streamed down the aisles
to be prayed for.
The counselors responded to the
crowds of people who accepted
Carman’s invitation.
"Nothing weird’s going to happen," said the performer. as the
people that responded were escorted to rooms where they could
be counseled. "No one’s going to
shave your head, you won’t end up
in the airport handing out flowers.
During the concert Carman spun
a web of ballads, stories, theatrics
and rap into his message.
"As far as musicians go. I’m
more of a general practioner than a
specialist." "I want to let everybody appreciate other styles of
music.’
During one song. "His Name is
Yahweh," Carman had everyone
in the arena swaying back and
forth, to the Jewish-style song,
kicking up their heels.
Carman is able to do such a variety of music because he builds his
rapport with his audience, he said.
The message, no matter what the
musical style, is still the same. He
sings the ballads, and people accept that style, they will receive a

rap song. He wants people to appreciate different styes of music.
"We do a lot of stories, a lot of
theatrics. Sometimes I feel like I’m
a frustrated actor."
His natural acting and story telling ability come through in several
of his songs. In one track. "A
Witches Inv itation. ’ Carman reinacts a true life confrontation between a Christian and a witch. The
story and music were so dramatic
that the audience sat still and quiet,
as if they were afraid to miss any
pan of it.
Backstage he was casual. and
soft spoken. He cringed shyly
away from the bright lights of the
television cameras.
As a performer Carman is a role
model for many children. "It’s
scary." he said. "If somelxxiy
wanted to follow me around long
enough, find my faults, they’re
there.
-One thing I would like to get
across, especially to the teenager
and the pre-teen. is that you can
sell out to Jesus Christ in every
area of your life and be totally satisfied."
Carman said he wants to be
someone that children can look up
to because he is sold out to Jesus.
"The rock and roll stars, the
movie stars and the televison stars.
haven’t been giving us the answers. he said, . . .the real answers come through the gospel."
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Lithuanians open debate

Bird’s-eye view

VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. (AP) Lithuania’s legislature Wednesday
opened debate on the structure of
its new government after sending a
strongly worded protest to the
Kremlin over Soviet military maneuvers on Lithuanian soil.
Prime Minister Kazimiera Prunskiene sent a telegram to Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev on
Tuesday night complaining about
the unannounced military operations - which Lithuanians consider an intimidation tactic.
The people of Lithuania are
deeply disturbed about the actions
of the Soviet armed forces: the intense mobilization of armored vehicles and tanks, the intensified
flights of military air force planes,
and unauthorized sorties into Lithuanian territory by paratroopers involved in intelligence activities,"

she said in the cable.
began debate in the capital of VilMrs. Prunskiene said Lithua- nius on defining the structure of its
nia’s Parliament had not been noti- new government, specifically on
fied in advance of the maneuvers, trimming the number of its mMwhich began over the weekend, istries.
nor on the status of the Soviet army
There was no sign today of Soin Lithuania.
viet troop movements. Officials
The Soviet Congress of People’s also said there were no signs of an
Deputies on Thursday declared economic blockade that many
Lithuania’s March II declaration Lithuanians have anticipated in reof independence illegal and invalid taliation for the declaration of inbut did not say what steps would dependence.
be taken to try to prevent seces"We are still receiving gas and
sion.
oil," Lithuania’s two most critical
Gorbachev has said he would imports from the Soviet Union.
not use force and Foreign Minister said Mrs. Prunskiene, an econoEduard A. Shevardnadze. speak- mist who was elected prime mining Tuesday in Namibia, reiterated ister on Saturday.
that position: "We are against the
In a stern warning to Lithuania
use of force in any region, and par- on Monday, the Kremlin ordered
ticularly against the use of force its ministries to ensure that no
domestically."
Moscow-run enterprises or agenLithuania’s Parliament today cies were turned over to Lithuania.

Romanians battle in streets; six die
Judith A. Boyes, a humanities senior, and her
parrot Rainbow share a few words on the way to

BUCHAREST. Roniania (AP)
- Three months after the revolution, long-simmering tensions between ethnic Hungarians and Romanians have exploded in street
battles between thousands of people wielding clubs and chains.
At least six people were killed
and 300 injured in four days of violence in Tirgu Mures, 250 miles
northwest of Bucharest. state-run

Ehren J Pasion - Special to the Daily

her religious studies class. Her parrot was given
to her last Christmas.

Gorbachev orders weapons down
MOSCOW (AP) - President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev Wednesday
ordered Lithuanians to turn in their
weapons, a day after the Baltic republic’s breakaway government
demanded an end to Soviet military maneuvers.
The Soviet Interior Ministry
should confiscate guns from anyone who refuse to hand them in
after a week, said Gorbachev’s directive read on the evening television program "Vremya."
Lithuania declared independence March II, a move condemned by Gorbachev and the Soviet Congress, and Lithuanians
have begun signing up for voluntary defense service.
The official news agency lass

said the decree aims "to protect
the rights of Soviet citizens and
Soviet soverignty in Lithuania."
The decree ordered the KGB to
"step up security on the Soviet
border on Lithuanian territory and
halt all illegitimate actions violating federal legislation on frontiers."
The Soviet Foreign Ministry
also was ordered to clamp tighter
controls on granting foreigners the
right to travel to the republic.
In a telegram Tuesday night,
Lithuanian Prime Minister Kazimiera Prunskiene complained
about unannounced Soviet military
moves, which Lithuanians consider an attempt to intimidate them
into backing down on their decla-

ration of independence.
"The people of Lithuania are
deeply disturbed about the actions
of the Soviet armed forces: the intense mobilization of armored vehicles and tanks, the intensified
flights of military air force planes.
and unauthorized sorties into Lithuanian territory by paratroopers involved in intelligence activities,"
she said in the cable from Vilnius.

radio said Wednesday. It said the
situation was
"still tense"
Wednesday morning in the Transylvanian city, which gangs roamed
in the early morning hours.
Witnesses said the army cordoned off the city during the night
in a bid to apprehend rioters and
prevent outsiders from joining in
the violence.
Police and soldiers, armed only
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with clubs, have been unable to
halt the clashes, they said, adding
that about 4,000 people were involved in the fighting Tuesday.
Hospital officials said many of
the injured were suffering from
head wounds. Among those hospitalized was Kevin Harvey, a British photographer working for The
Associated Press, who was beaten
and clubbed.
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Gilbert: Fullerton reassigns duties
h rims page 1
"That situation is always difficult," Fullerton said "I agonized
over it for a couple of days."
Gilbert received his annual evaluation from Hoffman on March
14 Hoffman couldn’t mention
specifics of the evaluation because
it was a confidential matter.
One of the major reasons Gilbert
as reassigned. Hoffman said,
%as because of differences with
the coach in recruiting emphasis.
Holtman wants to recruit primarily
front high schools, while Gilbert
only recruited community college
transfers.
Hoffman said he and Gilbert had
an agreement to begin recruiting
high school student-athletes for
next season. Gilbert reneged on the
agreement. giving Hoffman letters
of intent from 21 community college transfers.
"Somewhere along the line, he
changed his mind." lioffman said.
’One of the assistant coaches
came to my office with all of the
letters of intent and they were all

from junior colleges. I ended up
signing all junior college athktes.
"Don’t get me wrong. I don’t
dislike (Gilbert)." Hoffman said.
’I’m probably not one of his favorite persons right now, but I respect him.
The evaluation also included
some minor NCAA practice violations, which Hoffman said was not
a major factor.
Fullerton also said that during
the six years Gilbert was head
coach, the graduation rate of football players was almost half the
SJSU athletes’ and university’s average.
Football players graduate at a
rate of 14 percent, while the rest of
the university graduates at a rate of
25 percent.
Hoffman said the percentages
might be deceiving because some
of the degree credits from the community college don’t transfer to
SJSU, and some players enter the
university with sophomore standing rather than as a junior.

Move: Union relocates
Front page /
Stone said negotiations are on a
"holding pattern" and the association is still considering the proposal.
"To them its not a pressing situation," he said.
The credit union’s lease with the
University Club expires in August.
"So it’s not absolute that it be
done right now," Stone said. "I
don’t blame them for that at all.
I’m hoping we can work something out."
Officials with the Alumni Association could not be reached for
comment.
Stone said the credit union’s
proposal of $250 a month rent for
use of an office in the Alumni
House was too low for the association and would probably end up
being higher.
"That’s not really firm on either
side," he said. "It would be speculative to say anymore."
Rent in the University Club runs
$342 a month, Stone said. The office the credit union would rent in
the Alumni House would he
smaller then its present one.

The credit union’s
lease with the
University Club
expires in August.
If the deal with the Alumni Association goes through, Stone said.
he would like to keep the outlet in
the Business Tower open and have
two storefronts.
If they are unable to rent space
in the Alumni House all operations
would have to be condensed into
the Business Tower location until
another location is found, he said.
The Washington Federal Credit
Union is a student-run organization
that offers loans and certificates of
deposit to SJSU students and
alumni.
It has operated out of the University Club at 408 S. Eighth St.
since 1987.
The University Club has said its
arrangement with the credit union
was no longer workable and decided not to renew the lease.

Gilbert wasn’t at the press conference and couldn’t be reached at
home.
In a prepared written statement
to Lawrence Fan. SJSU sports information director. Gilbert said:
"We have given our very best to
San Jose State University. I stand
on my record. I wish the Spartan
players and coaches the very best.
I plan to explore all of my options
in and out of football."
Hoffman said he wanted to
make the switch in emphasis to
high school athletes to create more
stanility in the program. Community college athletes are only eligible to play at SJSU for two years.
Hoffman acknowledged that
community college athletes have
brought some good years to the
program, but at the same time the
team has been unable to maintain a
consistent record. Stressing the reruiting of high school athletes may
bring some poor seasons to the
football team because players may
be unproven, but Hoffman said
that should change over the course
of time.

Bush asks
Congress
to raise tax
WASHINGTON (AP)
’The Bush administration is
asking Congress to raise
taxes on aviation fuel and airline tickets and allow a new
airport tax as part of a fiveyear plan for commercial aviation.
Transportation Secretary
Samuel Skinner included the
$22 billion proposal in the
Federal Aviation Administration’s reauthorization bill
sent to Congress on Monday.
The plan would add up to
$12 in airport fees to a roundtrip airline ticket, increase
the tax on tickets from 8 percent to 10 percent and hike
aviation fuel taxes by 25 percent, which also likely would
be passed along in higher
fares.
.
Congress is likely to
make modifications. however.

Career: Statistics show imbalance
From page I
students, followed by the School
of liumanites and the Arts with
560.
Next is the School of Social Sciences with 500 and the School of
Science graduated 320 students.
Engineering was sixth, only graduating 312. The last two areas, education and social work graduated
51 and 23 students respectively.
Kirk Blackerby, a teacher in the
economics department, said the
on-campus interview program depicts the trend in the work society
today.
"I think that there is a direct
correlation between the type of recruiters coming here to SJSU and
the opportunities in the working
world," Blackerby said.
"Some majors use a different
method of acquiring a job after
they graduate, such as an internship or networking. The key thing
that can be seen by the amount of
opportunities for business and engineering students, is that not only
are these areas growing in size. but
that the companies are having a
tough time trying to fill all their vacancies.
"Years ago, college use to give
students more of a liberal studies
background and the prospective
employers would have to train the
students to fill the specific job
opening. Nowadays. companies
have the ability to hire someone
that is going to be able to fill the
role immediately. This is a little
shortsighted on the part of the businesses because they are not getting
the well-rounded students anymore." Blackerby said.

Filling a ’role’

dents that are preparing for careers
after graduation.
’I think that there
Brody said he would use the
process even if there was limited
is a direct
openings in hi’, field.
"Yes, there is a definite advancorrelation
tage to having an interview than
type
the
between
just mailing in your resume after
looking at a job opening in the listof recruiters
ing service. For some fields it is a
great advantage while to others it is
coming here to
less so,’’ he said.
SJSU and the
Departments that are not well
represented by the center have
opportunities in
found other ways to place their
graduates.
the working
Alice Carter. chairperson of the
world.’
graphic arts department, said stuKirk Blackerby, dents have the opportunity to aceconomic. Instructor quire an internship that will help
make contacts in the outside
world.
studies majors who are being told
"Graphic design is not like
by the statistics that business really other majors because the prespecis looking for people like them but tive employers don’t want to sit on
they are having a hard time trying campus for only one postion."
to get a job. I personally think it is Carter said. "Most of the time, we
very shortsighted by the recruit- receive calls at the department reers." he said.
questing that we recommend a
Students that are not well rep- couple people for a job opening."
resented by the interview process
Occupational Therapy majors
have several other services that are also use different means to get a
offered to them through the Career job.
Planning and Placement.
"There is a national newsletter
"There are a number of smaller that is mailed around the country
companies that don’t have the time every month," said Lon-aine Peto spend but they are still interested dretti, associate professor of occuin students graduating this semes- pational therapy. "There is certer." Brody said.
tainly not a shortage of jobs, so our
"The students that are enrolled students do fairly well."
in the program are listed on a data
Brody said the shortage of intersheet and these smaller employers views for some majors has no relalook through them and pick out the tion to the quality of education that
students they would like to see. the students are receiving.
These are the employers that are
"Some of the best schools on
not listed in the on -campus inter- our campus are not represented in
view program but they frequent the interview process, that is why
our campus almost daily," he said. we try to make up for it by offering
A job listing service, which re- other types of programs," Brody
cieved 173.221 job opening an- said.
nouncments last year, offered career seminars, alumni listings, and
resume workshops to students.

Jerry Farrell, professor of accounting and faculty adviser for
Beta Alpha Psi, agreed with Blackerby and said that the amount of interviews on campus could be deceiving to the amount of hiring that
actually occurs.
Networking, internships
"It is almost a quizzical thing,
the executives want the recruiters
"The on-campus interview proto hire well-rounded people that gram is only one part of the procan think as well as perform the gram," said Irene Peck, director of
functions of the job. But the re- the on-campus interview program.
cruiters are looking for people who
"That is why we try to balance
will be able to fill the role and be it out with a variety of seminars,"
able to do the requirements with Peck said.
very little training," Farrell said.
Brody said, the interview pro"It has to be hard for the liberal cess is an invaluable tool for stu-
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Salaries Unlimited."
By 8 a.m. the banner had been
removed. The group is not sure
who took it down.
The group is also planning to
make and distribute buttons to
keep the issue alive.
"This isn’t it. We’re definitely
going to keep this on people’s
minds," Dubois said.
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